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PREFACE

I HAVE written this book with the hope of accomplishing

one of the greatest blessings to our race. In it I have pub

lished convictions that have been developed by long and

thorough investigations. Likely I should not have gone to

the expense I have for its publication , if I had not been de

nied the privilege of discusssing the subject of vaccination

otherwise . All I ask of the public is to read it attentively from

beginning to end, and weigh well the proofs given .

I do not expect every one who may read it to be pleased

with it. Such a thing as pleasing every one, we may rest as

sured, is an impossibility , since our Lord himself could not

please all. Neither do I hope to please the majority of the

medicalprofession ; for it is and always has been , as expressed

by Dr. A.M.Ross, in October, 1888 , at Toronto, when he said :

“ Provaccinators insist that vaccination must be right because

the great majority of medicalmen sustain it. The ' great ma

jority ' ofmedicalmen opposed Harvey's discovery of the cir

culation for forty years. The 'great majority ' bled the people

for a century, and slaughtered thousands in the quiet sick

chamber. The 'greatmajority’denied a cup of cold water to

the patient consuming with fever. The greatmajority ' gave

the people calomel till their teeth dropped out, the flesh rolled

off the bones, and the bones themselves crumbled into dust,

The great majority ' have inoculated the people with syphilis,

eczema, consumption, and smallpox . The ' great majority '

have literally opposed every real and scientific reform in the

healing art; they have filled the world with incurable invalids,

and given respectability to "quackery ? by the outrageous quack

ery of the profession itself, disgusting all sensible and thought

fulmen by their fallacies and delusions, of which Jennerism is

the greatest and most destructive.”

Wifh the knowledge I have of vaccination , I must say that I

esteem it to be as great, if not a greater evil than that of the

whisky business itself. Its poison finds entrance into the

blood of the sweet little babe, the innocent child , the lively

(369298



4 PREFACE

youth , the ma‘ured and strong , the feeble and aged , the pure

and the good - äll grades,ages, conditions, and colors.

If it is right, and the duty of ministers to condemn evils of

every kind, why not those of themedical profession ? No hon

orable profession or calling hasbeen guilty of more and greater

evils than it, although I esteem themedicalprofession in itself

asbeing one of themost honorable ; yet I must say it has been

guilty of the grossest follies and the blackest crimes. Some of

its members have diseased and wrecked the health of many,

and by their daring, so-called “ heroic dosing,” have destroyed

human lives. Why should so precious a thing as human life

be so freely allowed as a mere toy with which the ignorance of

medical men can play and abuse and destroy at will, without

the slightest rebuke, much less being held most rigidly ac

countable for it ? If they know no better, that itself is an un

answerable reason why they should retire from the profession ,

and notbe guilty of their brother's blood . It is far better to let

the patient struggle alone with his disease than to use that

treatmentwhich will be most certain to help the disease, or, in

dependent of it, to kill him . These words willnot be offensive

to mymedical brethren who are laboring for the good of our

race, but they may be to those who are ignorant, selfish , self

conceited , narrow -minded, and bigoted .

May the blessings ofGod rest upon this book ,so as to make

it accomplish the greatest good to the world !

ISA L. PEEBLES.

April 22, 1902.
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SOME OF THE LITERATURE ON VACCINA

TION THAT I HAVE IN MY LIBRARY

“ Vaccination a Curse," by Dr. J. M.Peebles, A.M., M D.,

Ph.D.
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“ Vaccination the World's Greatest Humbug,” by George

W.Lambaugh .

“ Vaccination,” Dr. F. D. Blue.

“ Life of Jenner,” in two volumes by Dr. John Bason , M.D.,

F.R.S.

“ Life of Jenner," in one volume, by same author.
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OBJECTION 1.

VACCINATION CANNOT BE DEFENDED WITHOUT

UNFAIRNESS.

WHEN one is unfair in defense of what he believes,

it argues weakness somewhere. The weakness may

be in the person himself, or in what he believes, or in

both ; and hence grounds for investigation . The un

fairness ofthe advocates of vaccination consists in an

unwillingness on their part for one to discuss the sub

ject of vaccination at all unless he does so in its de

fense. When a discussion is inaugurated anyhow , they

deal unfairly . They say what they choose in its de

fense, but opponents must keep silent and listen to

them , and believe them whether they are right or not.

Whatthey say is true because they have said it. They

discourage anything being said in opposition to their

belief, if they cannot really absolutely prevent it. Such

persons are not safe thinkers for the people on so

grave a subject as that of vaccination . They willmis

lead them and harm them , whether they purpose it or

not. Their blindness will do great mischief, if it does

not destroy. A fair-minded person believes what he

does because he believes firmly it is the truth ,

and as such , is willing to discuss it with any other

fair -minded one. He is willing for it to be sifted

and tested to theuttermost, for he does not want to be

lievewhat is untrue; and heknows the truth will stand

any real tests, and , too, the more it is tested, the more

it can be seen to be the truth . He is willing to con

cede that those who differ from him are sincere until

(7)



8 OBJECTIONS TO VACCINATION .

the opposite is disclosed , and this disclosure of insin

cerity will not be his defeat in argument. If he is de

feated in arguments, he will not try to relieve himself

of his defeat by slandering his opponent, but he will

thank him for enabling him to see his weakness and

the faultiness of his belief.

The unfairness of the advocates of vaccination who

make any attempt in its defense somewhat appears in

the conduct of the editor of the New Orleans Times

Democrat towardmein 1901. In February of that year ,

I wrote a reply to an editorial in that paper that de

clared every one insane who opposes vaccination . I

wrote as courteously as I could in reply to the editor,

stating that if we who oppose vaccination are insane,

that we then are objects of pity and not of abuse. I

also , I think ,made an unanswerable reply to the points

he made in favor of vaccination ; but instead of pub

lishing my article , he published expressions in favor of

vaccination from Drs.Matas and Bloom , of New Or

leans, in whose handsmy article seems to have been

placed.

On the 11th of February of that year I wrote him the

following :

Mr. Editor : I am opposed to vaccination from honest con

victions, and therefore why shut me off from a discussion of

the subject of vaccination in your paper ? Do you not esteem

me a free citizen of the same great commonwealth with you

and all other citizens of the United States? Why, then , allow

others to say what they choose through your columns, and al

low menothing?

If vaccination is such a blessing to the human family , why

are you afraid for it to be discussed ? If it is the truth , will

not discussion make it clear that it is the truth ? etc.

To this letter I got the following reply :
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Dear Sir : Mr. Page M. Baker , editor and manager of the

Times-Democrat,has handed me your letter for reply , and de

sires me to say that to your communication was largely due

the investigation regarding vaccination , the details of which

were recently published in this paper. At the time another

communication on the same lines was published , while yours

was used by the editors in making the investigations. The

fact that it was not published was not due to any intention on

the part of the editor to show partiality, and he desires me to

assure you that a communication from you at any time on a

timely subject, provided it is not too lengthy, will be printed

with pleasure. The Times -Democrat strives to be just to all ,

and is never intentionally otherwise. Trusting this will ex

plain the matter to your satisfaction ,

Very truly , WALTER PARKER .

Now let the reader keep in mind that in this letter

the editor admits the delay of the publication ofmy ar

ticle for " investigation regarding vaccination ,” but

nevertheless he was partial enough not to publish it at

all, and says : “ At the time another communication on

the same lines was published , while yours was used by

the editors in making the investigations.” The com

munication to which he refers was not written in reply

to his editorial ;but minewas, and, too, minewas writ

ten before the one he did publish for another party ,

He never did publish mine. Further unfairness will

appear when we call attention to other articles I wrote.

After I received the above letter , instead of demand

ing of the editor the publication ofmy reply to him ,

thereby proving his claim of impartiality , I was only

too glad to have an opportunity to reply to Drs.Matas

and Bloom , who had just paraded themselves in the

Times-Democrat like bragging Goliaths on the strength

of my unpublished article the editor seems to have

given them .
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Dr. Matas, of the Tulane University , said, “ Opposi

tion to vaccination is absolutely criminal;" and Dr.

Bloom , of the Charity Hospital, in New Orleans, de

clared all who opposed vaccination to be ignoramuses.

I replied to Dr. Matas, and in this the editor of the

Times-Democrat treated meall right ;but in my reply to

Dr. Bloom , instead of publishingmy reply as he should

have done, and let Dr. Bloom take care of himself, he

showed him my reply and delayed its publication until

Dr. Bloom wrote his reply to the same, and he then

not only published it under mine,but he used the fol

lowing headlines : “ Correspondent Opposed Makes

Strong Statements ;” “Local Surgeons Defend Their

Original Utterances ;": " Marvelous Progress ofMeth

ods in Recent Years ;" " Irrefutable Statistics from

Eminent Authorities ;" " Humanized Vaccine Is Very

Rarely Used at the Present Time." This unfairness

I could endure very well, but when I sent in my next

reply , which I claim Dr. Bloom was unable to answer,

then , to save the doctor, and the only way left to save

him , the editor refused to publish it, although it was

written most courteously .

After waiting a few days, and not hearing one word

from the editor, I wrote him that if he did not intend

to publish my article ,to please return it in thestamped

and addressed envelope I had sent him , and to please

let me know why he did not publish my article. He

returned my article promptly, but wrote me not one

word ; and so I wrote him the following letter :

Dear Editor: I shall now publish a pamphlet on “Unan

swerable Objections to Vaccination and Compulsory Vaccina

tion,” in which I shall review your treatment as an editor of
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meon the subject of vaccination unless you can show better

grounds for such treatment than that of which I have any

knowledge at this time. May God greatly bless you !

Yours truly , ISAAC L. PEEBLES.

This letter was a private letter , and of course was

not intended for publication, although there is noth

ing in it of which I should be ashamed , as any one can

see, and yet the editor ofthe Times-Democrat published

it, and said the following about it in an editorial : " The

following letter, it will be seen , contains within its brief

compass both a denunciation of the Times-Democrat

and a blessing — a blessing of the fervent order.” The

reader can see that I said nothing whatever about the

Times-Democrat in my letter, and yet he published to

theworld that I did . In a letter prior to the one he

published I said : “ I have frequently spoken of the

New Orleans Daily Times-Democratasbeing the newsi

est and best secular paper in the South , and I still thus

esteem it, but it disappoints memuch to know that you

are so unfair on the subject ofvaccination .” This is an

extract from a letter I wrote the editor on the 22d of

February , 1901, after he refused to publish my last re

ply to Dr. Bloom .

Now what fair-minded man , even my most bitter

enemy, will say that I denounced the Times-Democrat?

And yet the editor of the samesaid in a public editorial

that I did, and therefore cannot any one see how un

fair themost intelligentare liable to become when they

undertake to defend that foul butchery, vaccination ?

The editor ofthe Times-Democrat is not alone in un

fairness in defense of vaccination . He is just simply

a fair specimen of those who make an effort to defend

vaccination . He further says in the same editorial :
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“ And, when a third communication came from Mr.

Peebles on the subject (vaccination ) we returned it to

its author with a few courteous words, saying that it

was not available for use in our columns, as the sub

ject had been closed. That is the extent of the 'bad

treatment which Mr. Peebles received at the hands of

the Times-Democrat."

The article was returned , as we have already stated ,

after he had kept it several days, and after I had writ

ten him to return it if he did not intend to publish it,

sending him at the same time an envelope stamped

and addressed ; butas to his courteouswords he claims

to have sentmewith the returned article, wehave nev

er seen them , although the returned article came to

hand all right after I had written him to return it if he

did not intend to publish it.

In the same editorial he claims to have given mean

equal showing with the advocates of vaccination. If

this were true,why did he not publish my first article,

which was a reply to himself? Why did he delay the

publication of the one he did publish in reply to Dr.

Bloom , and turn it over to the Doctor until hewrote a

reply to it, and then publish it right under mine, and

that, too , under flashing headlines in favor of Dr.

Bloom ? Why did he refuse to publish my next reply

to Dr. Bloom , which I feel sure he could not answer?

After he decided not to publish it, why did hewait until

I wrote for it ? Why did he not let Dr. Bloom take

care of himself, and givemean equal showing to take

care of myself ? All I ask of any editor is an equal

showing with others and with himself.

Why are the advocates of vaccination who attempt

its defense so sensitive and unfair ? Is it not because
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their cause is defenseless ? It cannot be defended in a

fair way ; at least I have not been so fortunate as to

meet one of its advocates who would limit himself to a

right square, fair defense, and therefore something

must be very wrong with the vaccination cause. It is

a foul butchery, to say the least of it,and therefore let

the filthy thing end.

Since writing the above, I wrote an article to the

Daily Times-Democrat (April, 1902), in reply to what

had been published in it and other periodicals con

cerning the Franco -German war statistics favoring

vaccination . After waiting a few days for its publi

cation, I wrote the editor of the same, sending him a

two-cent stamp, and requested him to return my arti

cle if he did not intend to publish it, and also to please

giveme‘his reasons for not publishing it. Not hearing

from him at the proper time, and thinking that two

cents were not sufficient to pay expenses on the re

turn of article, I wrote again on the ioth of April, in

closing a stamped and addressed envelope, and insisted

thatmyarticle be returned at once if hehad determined

not to publish it , and the following letter was received :

THE TIMES-DEMOCRAT, New ORLEANS, April 12, 1902.

Mr. I. L. Peebles .

Dear Sir : Yours received. Your last article has been set

up, and will be published at the first opportunity , etc.

The very day, April 12, 1902, that I received the

above letter , I wrote in reply as follows :

Dear Editor of the Daily Times-Democrat: It is strange to

methat you have sufficient time, and also room in your paper ,

for the articles of others, even those who wrote subsequent to

me, but you cannot get ready to publish mine. Mr. Wolf's

article was a lengthy one, and you published it the next day
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after it was written , although written since mine, and there

fore please return mine if you cannot publish it in Monday's

issue, etc.

The article was published on the 13th,with a mistake

in its date , and the followingwas published under it :

[ The Times -Democrat publishes the above. It is the last

communication it proposes to publish on the subject, which

lias already been fully covered. The anti-vaccinationists have

teen given a chance to say all they have to say. - Editor of the

Times-Democrat.]

In the above the editor claims to have given us a

chance to say allwehad to say on the subject of vac

cination ; but I wish to say to the reader that I have

never seen asmuch in the Times -Democrat against vac

cination as can be said ; including all that hasbeen said

in that paper constitutes quite a small part of what

can be said . I do not remember to have seen more

than two or three articles in the Times-Democrat be

sides three of my own against vaccination , in three or

four years, but several editorials and articles have ap

peared for vaccination .

I can say formyself that I have not had an oppor

tunity to say near all I have against vaccination, and

what little I have said through the Times- Democrat

was by the hardest, as the reader himself can judge.

If I had been permitted to say what I had to say on

this subject, this book would not have been published.

Why object to pouring on the light? Our Lord

said : “Men loved darkness rather than light, because

their deeds were evil.” (John iii. 19.) If vaccination

were all right, how ready and free and fair its advo

cates would be in discussing it ! E. C. Townsend, of

New York, said in May, 1901, that after permission
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had been obtained by the American Anti-Vaccination

League to make an exhibit at the Pan American Ex

position, and much expense had been incurred, the

nianagers of the exposition withdrew the permission ,

giving no reason except that such literature could not

be admitted. Much more could be said of the unfair

ness of those who attempt to defend vaccination , but

we feel that what we have said is sufficient for the

reader to see that vaccination cannot be defended

without unfairness,



OBJECTION II.

VACCINATION IS DEFENDED BY MISREPRESENTATIONS.

The advocates of vaccination misrepresent those

who oppose the same. Especially do they declare that

nc physician of any medical standing or , in the lan

guage of Dr. Bloom , of New Orleans, who said in the

Daily Times-Democrat in 1901: “ I know ofno physician

of importance or standing who opposes vaccination .”

In the same year the editor of the same paper de

nounced all as being insane who opposed vaccination,

but subsequent to this denunciation he said in another

editorial on March 21 of the same year : “Webelieve

implicity, as ninety per cent of enlightened people be

lieve, in the virtue of vaccination as a preventive of

smallpox."

In one editorial he represented all opponents of vac

cination as being insane, and in another declares that

ninety per cent of enlightened people believe in vacci

nation, leaving ten per cent of enlightened people op

posing vaccination . I am somewhat puzzled to know

how insanity and enlightenment can mix on the same

subject, but still the editor gives us ten per cent of

the enlightened people opposing vaccination . My ob

servation is that where people are enlightened on this

subject we have themajority, to say the least of it, and

I honestly believe that, if it were left to the vote of the

people , vaccination would be ended immediately and

forever. As to what is said about physicians of any

importance opposing vaccination , I wish to quote a

few , so the readers of this booklet can see and judge

(16 )
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for themselves as to whether or not any physicians of

any importance or standing do oppose vaccination. It

is an easy task to make assertions when one hopes

thereby to save a tottering cause.

Dr. John Epps, who was director of the Jennerian

Institute, London, England, for twenty-five years,

after having vaccinated about 120,000 people said :

“ The vaccine virus is a poison . As such it penetrates

al: organic systems, and infects them in such a way as

to act repressively on the pox. It is neither antidote

nor corrigent, nor does it neutralize the smallpox, but

cnly paralyzes the expansive power of a good consti

tution , so that the disease has to fall back upon the

mucusmembrane."

Dr. Joseph Hermann, Chief of the Imperial Wilde

Hospital, Vienna, for thirty -six years, said : "When a

man has treated hundreds of cases of smallpox , both

under sparodic and epidemic condition , through many

years and at all seasons, he comes to the decided con

clusion that vaccination has not the remotest effect

on the outbreak , course, or issue of the disease . Vac

cinated persons, bearing unmistakable marks of the

process on their arms,frequently have confluent small

pox ; while at the same time unvaccinated people have

it in the mildest form . I am convinced that vaccina

tion is the greatest mistake and delusion ; a fanciful

illusion in the mind of the discoverer ; a phenomenal

apparition , devoid of scientific foundation , and want

ing in all the conditions of scientific possibility."

Dr. F. H.Hamilton , Lieutenant Colonel, Medical

Inspector United States Army, said : " Vaccination al

most constantly produces the same results — that is ,

ugly and untractable sores ; and is, in many cases , fol

2
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lowed by abscess in the glands under the arms, in the

neck , and other glands."

Dr. B. F. Cornell, President of the Homeopathic

Medical Society ofNew York , said :“ It ismyfirm con

viction that vaccination has been a curse instead of a

blessing to the race; every physician knows that skin

diseases have increased in frequency , severity, and

variety to an alarming extent."

Dr. L. S. Keller , Chief Physician to the Austrian

State Railways, said : "Generally more vaccinated

persons are attacked by smallpox than unvaccinated.

Revaccination did not protect from smallpox, and did

not lessen the general mortality . Neither vaccina

tion nor revaccination exercised a favorable influence

upon the smallpox mortality."

Dr. Brudenell Carter, F.R.C.S., L.S.A., Ophthalmic

Surgeon to St. George's Hospital, said : " I think that

syphilitic contamination by vaccine lymph is by no

means an unusual occurrence. A large proportion of

the cases ofapparently inherited syphilis are in reality

from vaccination . The syphilis in these cases does

not show itself until theage of from eight to ten years,

by which time the relation between cause and effect

is apt to be lost sight of."

Dr. W. F. Laurie , Edinburgh, St. Savior Cancer

Hospital, said : “ Being anxious not to do mischief to

my fellow - creatures, I lately wrote to somemembers

of Parliament on the subject. I asked them to come

here and see for themselves the dismal results of vac

cination in cases of paralysis, blindness of both eyes,

hip joint disease, consumption , and frightful forms of

skin disease. "

Dr. William Hycheman, of New York, after prac
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ticing medicine for forty -one years, said : " I have re

cently dissected more than a dozen children whose

deaths were caused by vaccination, and no smallpox ,

however black , could have left more hideous traces of

its malignant sores , foul sloughing, hearts empty or

congested with clots, than did some of these little vic

tims. Shame ! Indeed, scarcely a day elapsesbut I am

called upon to witness the sufferings of vaccinated

children in the form of cerebral and gastric complica

tions, persistent vomiting, bronchitis, diarrhoea, with

pustules in the mouth or throat, on the eyelids, and

ulceration of the cornea, which remains opaque and

may lead to blindness."

Dr. W. J. Collins, who was public vaccinator of

London for twenty years, said : “ There really exists no

change in the virulent character of the smallpox,

notwithstanding the vaccination laws ; and of those at

tacked by the disease, at least two-thirds were satis

factorily vaccinated. I have not the least confidence

in vaccination ; it often transfers filthy and dangerous

diseases without offering any protection whatever.”

Hesaid these words before the British House of Com

mons in 1882.

Dr. J.M.Peebles, A.M., Ph.D., author of a number

ofbooks, a fellow of the Anthropological Society, Lon

don , England ; a fellow of the Academy of Arts and

Sciences, Naples, Italy ; fellow of the American Ake

dame, Jacksonville, Ill. ; member of the International

Climatological Association ; member of the National

Hygiene and Health Association ;member of the Vic

torian Institute and Philosophical Society of Great

Britain ;member and fellow of the Psychological Asso

ciation, London , etc. He has traveled around the
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world three times; was appointed by Gen. Grant in

1869 United States Consul to Trebizond, on the Black

Sea, in Asiatic Turkey ; was appointed representative

abroad by the National Arbitration League of the

United States to meet the International Peace Com

mission of Europe in 1881; hewas Professor of Physi

ology, Biology, Metaphysics ,and Oriental Literature

in the College of Science, California ;and yet aslearned

and noted as he is, he is bitterly opposed to vaccina

tion , and haswritten against it a most creditable book

of 326 pages. He is now living at Battle Creek ,

Mich .

Dr. G. W. Winterburn, Ph.D., President of the

American Obstetrical Society, late lecturer on clinical

medicine, and physician in chief to the Manhattan

Hospital, fellow of the American Akademe of the

Anthropological Society, the New York Academy of

Sciences , the American Institute ofHomeopathy, etc.

This learned doctor has written a book of 182 pages

against vaccination .

Dr.Milton Ross,M.A., F.R.S., of Toronto , Canada ,

member of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, of

Ontario , Quebec, and Manitoba, and also a member

of the British and French Association for the Ad

vancement of Science, etc., said : “ I should be false to

the best interests ofhumanity did I not recordmycon

victions based on irrefutable facts that vaccination is

an unmitigated curse and themost destructive med

ical delusion which has ever afflicted the human race.

I know full well that the vaccinator sows broadcast

the seeds of many filthy diseases of the skin , the

blood , the hair, and the eyes, which are transmitted

from generation to generation , an ever-abiding curse
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to humanity. In the interest of health , purity, and

truth , in the interest of true science, on behalf of tens

of thousands of children, I ask you to give this indict

ment a fair and righteous judgment."

The Homeopathic Medical Society of Oswego

County, New York, on the 5th day of June, 1895,

passed the following resolution :

" Resolved, That it is the sense of this Society that

neither inoculation nor vaccination , after the expe

rience of the last one hundred.years, has afforded us

such evidence of its power to prevent or mitigate

smallpox as is satisfactory to us ; but, on the con

trary, sporadic and epidemic manifestations of variola

continue with marked persistence, seizing alike the

vaccinated and the unvaccinated , the percentage of

mortality being the same as it was before vaccination

was foisted upon the people. Moreover, the rapidly

accumulating evidence of the pernicious effects of

vaccination requires a halt."

The Hahnemann Homeopathic Society of New Jer

sey unanimously passed a resolution that every effort

possible should be made to have the law repealed that

compels vaccination .

The Eclectic Medical Society of the State of New

York in 1895 indorsed the following resolutions,

which it adopted on March 28 , 1889 :

" Resolved, That themembers of the Eclectic Medical

Society of New York State recognize the fact that

there are a great variety and wide diversity of opinion

on the subject of the utility of vaccination ; that there

is no unanimity of opinion concerning means,meth

ods, and repetition of vaccination ; that the art has

not yet reached a stage of scientific precision suffi
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cient to justify its definition or safe administration by

compulsory laws.

" Resolved, That we ask for the repeal of all provi

sions of law , direct or indirect, empowering health

boards to enforce vaccination on the unconsenting."

Many other doctors ofmuch importance and stand

ing we could mention of national and international

reputation who are opposed to vaccination , such as

Dr. T. V.Gifford, Kokomo, Ind., Dr. M.R.Leverson ,

Richmond, N. Y., Dr.J. P.Maclean, Cleveland , Ohio ,

Dr. J. Dobson, New York , Dr. Foote , editor and pub

lisher of Health Monthly; but wethink we have men

tioned a sufficient number to convince the reader that

one who says there are no physicians of importance

or standing who oppose vaccination is either ignorant

or willfully misrepresents . Besides these doctors,

many eminent laymen could be named who oppose

vaccination , and we think it quite proper to mention

Alfred Russel Wallace, D.C.L., a most noted English

scientist, author of “ The Malay Archipelago,” “ Dar

winism ," " The Wonderful Century," etc., who said in

his book, " The Wonderful Century,” pages 314, 315 :

" Whether we examine the long-continued records of

London mortality, or those of modern registration

for England , Scotland , Ireland, whether we consider

the 'control experiment' or crucial test afforded by

unvaccinated Leicester, or the stillmore rigid test in

the other direction of the absolutely revaccinated army

and navy, the conclusion is in every case the same:

that vaccination is a gigantic delusion ; that it hasnev

er saved a single life ; but that it has been the cause

of so much disease, so many deaths, such a vast

amount ofutterly needless and altogether undeserved
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suffering, that it willbe classed by the coming genera

tion among the greatest errors of an ignorant and

prejudiced age, and its penal enforcement the foulest

blot on the generally beneficent course of legislation

during our century. To talk of amending such legis

lation is a mockery . Absolute and immediate aboli

tion is the only rational course open to us. Every day

the vaccination laws remain in force parents are being

punished , infants are being killed. An act of a single

clause will repeal these vile laws, and I call upon every

one of our legislators to consider their responsibilities

as the guardians of the liberties of the English people,

and to insist that this repealbe effected without a day's

unnecessary delay. The successive vaccination acts

were by means of allegations which were wholly un

true and promises which have all been unfulfilled .

They stand alone in modern legislation as a gross

interference with personal liberty and the sanctity

of the home; while as an attempt to cheat outraged

nature and to avoid a zymotic disease without get

ting rid of the foul conditions that produce or prop

agate it, the practice of vaccination is utterly op

posed to the whole teaching of sanitary science, and

is one of those terrible blunders which , in their far

reaching evil consequences , are worse than the great

est crimes.” So we see that doctors of importance

and standing and an eminent scientist are opposed to

vaccination , much less compulsory vaccination . But

some may say as Dr. Bloom ,of the Charity Hospital,

in New Orleans, La., in his city paper , the Times

Democrat, on February 23, 1901,when he said in reply

to my article in reply to him : “ The physicians named

by Mr. Peebles are not of the present age, and it is
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during the past fifteen years that vaccination has

reached a stage of perfection .” So , according to Dr.

Eloom , vaccination reached a stage of perfection

in 1886 , and therefore we see that not only nearly

all of these physicians lived in the age of vaccination

perfection , but nearly all of them are living yet in this

age of vaccination perfection ,and still their opposition

to it grows more intense because even in its day of

perfection they see more and more that it is a foul

butchery and a disgrace to common sense. Any cause

that has to be defended by misrepresentations ought

to die, and the sooner the better. Let the filthy,dam

aging, diseasing, tormenting , and murderous practice

of vaccination end immediately and forever !



OBJECTION III.

VACCINATION IS DEFENDED BY DODGES,

The advocates of vaccination have been dodging

ever since the foul practice has been adopted. When

it first began they declared that one vaccination was

a preventive forever; that if a subject was vaccinated

once he was safe and need have no fears of smallpox .

But subsequent observation proved this claim to be

untrue. After this the people were assured that if

they vaccinated every ten years they were safe, but

this proved a failure ; then the power of vaccination

to prevent was limited to seven years, and now some

say it holds good for five years, others say three years,

others say two, others say six months, while others

declare that it does not prevent at all, but it makes the

smallpox lighter . But just listen to the leading advo

cates of vaccination in Chicago ! They crown the cli

max .

They say : “ True vaccination, repeated until it no

longer takes, prevents smallpox. Nothing else does."

What a doctrine ! The great claimed preventive !

The preventive for a lifetime! Then for ten years

only ; then seven years ; then five ; then three ; then

six months; and then , O then ! only after one is vac

cinated and revaccinated until it will not take at all !

Poor, deluded victim ! Hemust be poisoned and poi

soned until his poor , burdened, tortured body can't

take in any more ; and if he should die under the tre

mendous strain , why of course the Lord has called

him , and he must go. Vaccination poison only in

(25)
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;

dorsed the Lord's call to come, or it was only the

happy medium that he chose to seal the poor, help

less mortal's doom to heaven or hell. O the dodges

and the everything else of the vaccinators to save their

filthy,murderous butchery from immediate and ever

lasting condemnation !

If one is exposed to smallpox after having been vac

cinated forty or fifty or more years before, and does

not take it,then it is because one vaccination prevents

for life ; but if he should take the smallpox , the vacci

nation does not prevent a lifetime. If he should be ex

posed after having been vaccinated for ten years and

does not take smallpox, then it is because vaccination

is good for ten years; but if he should take the small

pox, then it holds good for only seven years, for the

body undergoes a complete change every seven years.

If one who hasbeen vaccinated'seven years past is ex

posed to smallpox and does not take it, why of course

vaccination prevents for seven years, or little the rise

ofthat period ; but if he should take the smallpox ,then

it prevents for only five years. If he who has been vac

cinated is exposed to smallpox five years afterwards,

and does not take it, then it is proof unmistakable that

vaccination will prevent for five years; but if he should

take the smallpox , then he is of such a constitution

that vaccination cannot possibly save him longer than

two or three years. If one who has been vaccinated

two or three years is exposed , and does not take the

smallpox , why then , of course, about the right limit of

the good ofvaccination can now be definitely settled

it will prevent two or three years, just owing to the in

dividual— but if he should be so unfortunate as to take

the smallpox after being so well poisoned , then , O
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then !he should have been vaccinated and revaccinated

and vaccinated again and again until it just would not

take on him at all. If one is vaccinated and vaccina

ted and vaccinated until it will not take any more, and

then is exposed to smallpox and does not take it, why

then a settlement of the whole matter is reached ; the

right thing now has been done, and therefore vacci

nation and revaccination until it will not take anymore

is the very thing.

Smallpox is as good as stamped out forever. But

O , but!—if one who hasbeen vaccinated and vaccina

ted and revaccinated and vaccinated again and again

should — O , should !—take the smallpox, then — O ,

then !-vaccination does not prevent the smallpox, but

it lightens it. But,my!my! But if the deluded vic

tim should have a hard tussle with smallpox or die ,

then — 0 , then ! somemeddlesome little microscopic

infinitesimality has done themischief, and vaccination

lightens the smallpox, although the victim dies ! If

one is vaccinated and becomes diseased in any way,

why something else has done it, although he was not

thus afflicted until he was vaccinated, and likely would

not have been afflicted at all if he had not been vac

cinated. If he should take the lockjaw or some other

disease, and die , why the blame is thrown on some

thing else, although the victim would likely have lived

many years longer had he not been vaccinated.

Something is always wrong but vaccination , accord

ing to its advocates. The vaccine is impure , half pre

pared, is from the wrong cow , or is deteriorated, or

something is always keeping it from doing what is

claimed for vaccination . Let the people open their

eyes and end the butchery at once !



OBJECTION IV .

VACCINATION DISEASES THE PEOPLE .

VARIOUS and many are the diseases vaccination will

produce in infants, children, young people, middle

aged, the aged, all classes and colors. While I was in

charge of the Methodist Church in West End , Merid

ian, in 1896, asmy duty and practice was to visit from

house to house, I was surprised to find so many un

well people . Some were sick one way and some an

other . I began to ask them as to how and when

they became so unwell. Some would say that they

had not thought about the matter, but said they did

notknow how it was they did not recover and feelwell

again , while others dated their sickness back to their

vaccination . Others who were troubled and puzzled

about their continued ill health and the cause of it ,

when asked the time of their vaccination and the con

clition of their health up to that time, would declare

that they never had thought of it before, but they re

membered well that their health was good until vac

cinated , and that they had never been right since.

We shall now devote space to the testimony of a

few of the many people we have seen in Mississippi

about vaccination diseasing the people.

I saw Miss Cora Terrell on January 17, 1902, and

she said to me: “ I was vaccinated against my wishes

on April 1, 1900 , and on the 15th of that month my

arm began to swell and hurt , and became so bad I

had to cease work , and since that time I have been

(28)
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sorely afflicted.” That young ladly has organic heart

trouble and is a physical wreck.

J. H. Packwood, who was a physical wreck after

vaccination in 1878, wrote meon March 12 , 1900 : “ I

am sorely afflicted ; I can't write. I have to get my

wife to write for me. I have had to be helped up and

down for ten years, almost perfectly helpless. I now

can't help myself at all,” etc.

Mrs. Charles Palmer was vaccinated in 1900 , and

when I saw her,more than a year afterwards, she said

that she had not seen a well day since she was vacci

nated . Before she was vaccinated and up to the time

it took on her she was in fine health . Her language

was, " Before I was vaccinated I hardly knew what an

ache or pain was ; but since then I have not had a well

day.”

On February 22, 1902, James Maddox said : " I was

vaccinated two years ago , and suffered much . The

flesh where I was vaccinated rotted out almost to the

bone. My arm still swells , itches, and troubles me.

My wife and two children were vaccinated at the same

time, and they are still afflicted from it."

Mrs. M.McManus was vaccinated in April, 1900 ,

and nearly two years afterwards said to me: “When I

was vaccinated I had to go to bed , it mademe so sick .

I have never gotten over it. Every now and then I

break out with blisters and also with something like

ringworm ."

Mrs. A. Fairchild and her little girl were vaccinated

in March , 1900 , and she said to me on January 25 ,

1901, that they suffered much from vaccination, and

that they are not well yet. Her little girl had eczema

from vaccination , and is still afflicted.
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Misg :Sallie Petty, a one-armed girl,was vaccinated

in April, 1900, and when I saw her,more than one year

afterwards, she said her arm was still troubling her ,

and felt like there was a stick in it, piercing when it

moved .

Mrs. L. J. Furr had been vaccinated more than one

year when I saw her. She said : “ A doctor vaccinated

me against my wishes. Myarm camenear killing me.

I did not rest day or night. The day I was vaccinated

I was feeling as well as I had for years , but since then

my health has been bad . I have not felt right since.

I begged the doctor not to vaccinate me, but he said

I had to be or to be fined or leave town . I will never

be vaccinated again .”

Mrs. Susan N. Beacham said to me on August 22,

1901 : “ I have been suffering from vaccination for sev

enty years, and I still suffer." She then showed me

her arm . It was a sight. She was four years old when

vaccinated. People suffer from sore eyes, sore throat,

swollen glands, rheumatism , heart troubles, lung dis

eases , eczema, erysipelas, abnormal growths, syphilis,

etc., from vaccination .

It is said that more than sixty different diseases re

sult from it, and yet people are vaccinated . Will they

never learn better? Yes, after a while ; and especially

after suffering much in body and mind. Many will

learn from information given . O for the day to dawn

on us soon when there will be no vaccination prac

ticed ! Wecould give volumes of testimony from the

people in proof of vaccination diseasing them , but we

feel that we have given enough to satisfy the reader

that our objection to vaccination is unanswerable ,

and therefore close with the following from Dr. A. C.
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Clifton , of North Hampton , and others. He said : " I

dc not suppose there is a private homeopathic prac

titioner who has treated more cases of cancer than I

have, and I never yet found a case that had not been

vaccinated."

Dr. Dennis Turnbull, after making cancer a special

study for thirty years, declared that it was his convic

tion that vaccination and revaccination is the most

prolific cause of this disease .

Dr. Alexander Wilder, Newark, N. J., on July 30,

1898, said : "With the raising of troops for the war

with Spain , the vaccinating devil is wide-awake. Vac

cination inflicts actual disease, and necessarily de

teriorates the constitution. The having of one dis

ease , and the deprivation caused thereby , creates an

increased liability to others. Accordingly , this whole

returning of the soldiers from Cuba for a sojourn here

hasbeen mademorenecessary because they havebeen

diseased by vaccination ."

Let the people rise up and say we will not be dis

eased any more, by the help of our God who made us

. without disease .



OBJECTION V.

VACCINATION KILLS PEOPLE.

The records in this age of vaccination perfection

are full of proofs that vaccination kills, and therefore

to the records let us go . Prof. Brouardel reported in

1888 that sixteen vaccinated children died in twenty

four hours after vaccination. The following died from

vaccination in 1901, Dr. Bloom's age of vaccination

perfection . Wehave the address of nearly all of them ,

and would give it, but it would take up too much

space : Maggie Reynolds, Girolano Misto , Francis

McCormick, George Haga, B. F. Dunbar, Ella Chris

tianson , Miss V. Yoakum , Charles Weickum , Merl

Johns, Jimmie Anderson, Claude Rodriges, E. R.

Noble, George Hagar, Harvey Williams, George W.

Kelly, Clara Peck, M. J. Passee, Miss Una Jones,

Ralph Smith, Bessie Roosvelt, Ada Heath, George

anna Overly, Ellen Faust, Flora Johnson, Bernice

Moore, Antone Ternson, Harriett M. Gibbs, Dora

Kreiner, Edward Dougherty , Robert C. English, An

nie Caswell, David B.Green , Miss Laura Gobell, Rea

H. Smith, John Henry, William H. Spires, Clifford

Martin , Christiana Jorgensen . On and on wemight

continue our list of deaths from vaccination for 1901,

but we deem it useless.

Weshall now give a few of themany who died from

vaccination in January and February of this year

(1902). They are the following : Fredrick Jackson ,

Miss Duggan , Robert E. Duffy , Jennie Phillips, Flor

ence Conway, Joe Kelly , George E. Heffron , Edward

(32)
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A. Rockstroh, and others could be given, but we think

these sufficient to prove that our objection to vaccina

tion is unanswerable.

It does kill, and we have records enough to prove it

in spite of the fact that many doctors will not report

cases of personskilled by vaccination, and neither will

government officials do so. This is clear from the fol

lowing : Alfred Russel Wallace, a noted scientist at

Parkstone, England,who is now getting a pension of

$ 1,000 annually from the English government, com

plimentary to him for whathe has done in advancing

the natural sciences, said the following in his treatise

on vaccination : “ This brief exposition ofmedicaland

official misstatements of facts and figures, always in

favor of vaccination , might have been largely in

creased ; but it is already sufficient to demonstrate the

position I take, which is that in this matter of official

and compulsory vaccination both doctors and govern

ment officials, however highly placed, however emi

nent, however honorable, are yet utterly untrust

worthy. Beginning in the early years ofthe century

and continuing to our own times, we find the most

gross and palpable blunders in figures, but always on

the side of vaccination , and on the testimony of med

ical men themselves a more or less continuous per

version ofthe official records of vaccinal injury in or

der to save vaccination from reproach .”

Let this alwaysbe remembered in any discussion of

the question. The facts and figures of the medical

profession and ofgovernmentofficials in regard to the

question of vaccination must never be accepted with

out verification . And when we consider that these

misstatements and concealments and denials of in

3
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jury have been going on throughout the whole of the

century ; that penal legislation has been founded on

them ; that homes of the poor have been broken up ;

that thousands have been harried by the police and

magistrates , have been imprisoned and treated in ev

ery way as felons; and that at the rate now officially

admitted , a thousand children have been certainly

killed by vaccination during the last twenty years, and

an unknown but probably much larger number in

jured for life,we are driven to the conclusion that those

responsible for these reckless misstatements and their

terrible results have, thoughtlessly and ignorantly but

none the less certainly, been guilty of a crime against

liberty , against health , against humanity, which will,

before many years have passed , be universally held to

be one of the foulest blots on the civilization of the

nineteenth century.” (“Wonderful Century ,” pages

231, 232.)

In a flashing report from Atlanta , Ga., made to a

certain medical journal in favor of the good of vacci

nation , there was not a single case of death from

vaccination reported ; and yet Norma Smith died

from it,we know , and others who were badly diseased

were not mentioned at all, and why ? It would nothave

helped vaccination to have done so . Even the United

States Census Bulletin for 1900, containing mortality

statistics, does not mention one death from vaccina

tion , and yet in that year as many as fifty - four died

from vaccination of whom we have knowledge, aver

agingmore than one a week, and it is quite likely that

a great many more died of whom we heard nothing.

But just think of the slaughter of fifty -four for the

sake ofkeeping up a foulpractice ! A Christian coun
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try killing innocent men, women , and children , and

even little infants! A Christian laily from Hattiesburg,

Miss., was in Atlanta when there was a general vacci

nation of the people there ,and informed meof some of

the brutality of that cruel butchery, but the report on

vaccination from that city mentions no damages and

no deaths. Let the people rise up and say : "Wewill

notbe poisoned andmurdered by any such foul butch

ery !" - a butchery continued by misrepresentations

and false reports.



OBJECTION VI.

VACCINATION Does Not PREVENT NOR LIGHTEN

SMALLPOX.

That vaccination does not prevent nor lighten

smallpox is evident from the proofs we have, and,

too , proofs we have and shall give within Dr. Bloom's

period of vaccination perfection, which began in 1886 .

It is claimed that vaccinated doctors and nurses do

not take the smallpox, but this is not true. In a jour

nal called Vaccination , published monthly at Terra

Haute, Ind ., there was a record made of nineteen doc

tors and seven vaccinated nurses who took the small

pox in 1899, and someofthem died . It is quite likely

that many more were taken with smallpox and some

died of whom we did not hear anything. We have

noticed the death of vaccinated doctors during 1900,

1901, 1902, and also the death of vaccinated nurses,

and the addresses of somewe can give. Doctors and

nurses who were well vaccinated in this country and

Europe have taken smallpox , and some have died.

On the other hand, we have known the vaccinated

and unvaccinated to be in daily attendance upon the

sick with smallpox and not contract the disease. Dr.

A. H.Buck , Instructor in Otology in the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, New York, Aural Surgeon

to the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary, says: “ It is a

fact fully appreciated by medical men that persons

constantly exposed to smallpox very rarely contract

the disease. In the case of physicians, health inspect

ors, nurses, sisters of charity , hospital orderlies, and

(36 )
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some others, this is the rule, and over one hundred

persons who have been, to my knowledge, constantly

exposed , someof them seeing as many as a thousand

cases, I have never personally known of more than

onewho has contracted the disease ;but there aremany

writers who believe perfect immunity to be extremely

rare. In this connection attention may be called to

the exemption of certain persons, who occupy the

same rooms and perhaps beds with the patients, and

though sometimes never vaccinated .” (“Hygiene and

Public Health ," Vol. II., page 521.)

Vaccination seems to increase smallpox rather than

to prevent or lighten it ; for when smallpox began in

this country last, vaccination began at once, and the

following is what has been reported by the United

States Marine Hospital Service : From December 28,

1899 to May 31, 1900, there were 11,448 cases of

smallpox ; from the same date to May 31, 1901, there

were 25,355 just here in our own country, and accord

ing to the New York MedicalNewsof April, 1902, dur

ing the first three months of 1901 there were 11,964

cases of smallpox, and during the first three months of

1902 there were 25,574, and adds : “ It is also interest

ing to note that the percentage of fatal cases [deaths]

likewise hasmore than doubled. The epidemic is in

sidiously and steadily gaining.”

It is reported that up to January 25 , 1902, one hun

dred and ninety-five people had died from smallpox

ini London , England, but let us now come still nearer

home. Rev. H. I. Holden , who was at Jackson ,Miss.,

during the smallpox epidemic in 1900 , said : “ I can say

of my own knowledge that vaccination is not prevent

ing in this plague, nor do Ibelieve that it is doing any
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good. There has been but one death in three weeks

that I have heard of who was not vaccinated. When

the plague first appeared , nobody was vaccinated, and

eighty per cent or more recovered. Several weeks

ago a joint injunction imposed by the municipal au

thorities and county authorities was to the effect that

allmust be vaccinated, and the people were vaccina

ted. Since that time comparatively few get well.”

Subsequent to this hewrote : " I did not cease to go

to see the people who were sick with smallpox ; was

exposed hundreds of times to every stage of the

plague, from infection to convalescence, without pre

caution and did not contract the disease. I have never

keen vaccinated .” He made the following report to

me:" James W.Walton, who had three brothers in his

own house sick with smallpox , attended them every

day and did not contract the disease , although un

vaccinated. Mrs. James W.Walton helped to nurse

her three brothers-in -law while sick with smallpox, and

did not take the disease, although she had not been

vaccinated. Her five children were exposed to the

smallpox , too, and, although unvaccinated, they did

not take it. F.Kalar,while on guard at the detention

camp, took the smallpox, but did not lose a single day

from his post. He was not vaccinated, because he

dreaded vaccination more than he did the smallpox .

Can any one blame him ? Miss Cecilia Spangler,

daughter of A. H. Spangler , well known throughout

the State, took the smallpox and died. Her father and

all the rest of the family were around and on her bed

with her until death , and not one of them took the

smallpox , although not vaccinated. Many unvacci

nated friends were with her, and yet not one took the
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smallpox. Watt Moore's son, Bruce , was vaccinated ,

took the smallpox, suffered much , and died . H. A.

Taylor was vaccinated , took the smallpox, suffered

much, and died. The wife of C. P. Jones , a prominent

colored Baptist preacher, was not vaccinated , and did

not take the smallpox, although exposed to it every

day for about four weeks. Sarah J. Thompson , a

teacher , was vaccinated, took the smallpox , and suf

fered greatly . Delia Roebuck was not vaccinated ,

took the smallpox, did not suffermuch , and recovered .

Albert Miller was exposed to the smallpox during the

sickness of another, was not vaccinated , and did not

takethe smallpox ;buttwo months or more afterwards

hewas vaccinated , and when it took he took the small

pox and died.”

Besides this report we havemuch more to give, and

more than our space will allow . The wife of William B.

Smith , a nephew of Jefferson Davis, informed me at

McComb City , Miss., that twelve of their family were

at home the first of 1900 , and all were vaccinated but

three. Vaccination took well on three, and they suf

fered much with their arms, and about two months

later two of the three took smallpox , and about the

third month the other one took it also ; and they also

had a hard time. The otherswho were vaccinated took

the disease, too, and all suffered. Onewas vaccinated

three times, and about two months after the last vac

cination she took the smallpox. The three who were

not vaccinated waited on all of the family who took

smallpox through their whole sickness, and not one

of them took the disease . All the colored people on

Mr. Smith's place were vaccinated, and every one of

them took the smallpox. Mrs. Ophelia Talbert took
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the smallpox in 1900 , and although she was not vac

cinated, she suffered little and was not scarred. Her

father, Estes Wooten , and her brother, were vacci

nated, and both suffered from it much more than she

did from the smallpox . Robert Williams was vacci

nated, and it took well, and before he recovered from it

fully he took the smallpox and had a hard time. Mrs.

William Reed, in 1900, wa's vaccinated, and about four

or five months afterwards she took smallpox and suf

fered much . George W. Smith was not vaccinated ,

took the smallpox and was pitted the least. His son

Richard was not vaccinated , took the smallpox and

continued his work in Wesson Mills until ordered out.

Miss Mollie Belk was not vaccinated, and did not take

smallpox. On and on we might continue our proofs

of individual cases oftheabovekind just here in South

ern Mississippi, but we have other very important

proofs to give. We should like to give a part of our

long list of cases among the colored people, but time

and space will not allow it. Let the reader not forget

that we are giving our proofs within Dr. Bloom's age

of vaccination perfection , which began in 1886 .

In 1899 the vaccination journal publishes that Chief

Surgeon Lippincott reported that the entire army

hadbeen vaccinated over and over again , and yet there

were 151 cases of smallpox among our soldiers at San

Francisco and Manila, and 71 of them died with the

same in that year. On February 20, 1902, I wrote to

the War Department at Washington for statistics of

the vaccinations and smallpox among our soldiers,

and received a report from the Assistant Surgeon Gen

eral of the United States, dated February 28 , 1902.

That report states that there were 76 cases of small
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pox among our soldiers in the Philippines in 1898,and

that 21 of that number died ; in 1899 there were 267

cases of smallpox , and 78 of that number died ; in 1900

there were 246 cases, and 113 of that number died.

Now it is not passing strange how any one can read

such proofs and still believe that vaccination does pro

tect from smallpox or lighten it ? Our soldiers were

vaccinated and revaccinated and vaccinated again , and

yet many of them took the smallpox and died, and

that, too, in this age of vaccination perfection .

We have kept within the age of vaccination perfec

tion for our proofs,but since those who believe in vac

cination depend largely on the Franco-German war

statistics for proof, although they date several years

back in the age of imperfect vaccination , let us, there

fore, see whether or not they give any support to vac

cination whatever . The point that is made by vacci

nationists is that German soldiers were well vaccina

ted and had few losses, only forty-nine, from small

pox, while the French were not vaccinated, and their

loss was 23,400 . This may be quite a proof for vacci

nation to those who do notknow any better,but let us

see about it. This was first published in English in the

British Medical Journal in 1872. At first the figures

were larger, but by the time it was published the sec

ond time in the same journal in 1898, they were as

given above. As to the French soldiers being vaccina

ted, we have the following. Dr. Oidtmann , Staff Sur

geon and Chief Physician to the Beleaguered Verdum

and St. Quentin Hospitals, Paris, said : " Shortly be

fore the outbreak of thewar thewhole of the French

army was revaccinated . This general vaccination
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tended rather to extend the disease than to protect

from it .”

Dr. Colon , in charge of the smallpox hospital, Bi

ceter, said : “ Themortality was much less in the mili

tia , who were not revaccinated , than in the regular

army, which was revaccinated .”

Dr. Jenner, in “ Ætiology of Variola,” says : " The

French prisoners were not sick on their arrival, but

smallpox in epidemic form broke out among them

after they were placed in German camps. All meas

ures to repress it, even daily revaccinations in mass,

were useless. Even theGerman guards took sick .”

Dr. Bayard said : " Revaccination originated in

France. Every soldier is revaccinated on his entrance

into a regiment; our army knows no exceptions."

Now we have it from high authority that French

soldiers were not only vaccinated, but revaccinated ,

and still see how they died from smallpox ! Let our

vaccinationists publish to the world as willingly now

the truth as they did the falsehood. The German sol

diers are said to have been and are still well protected

from smallpox by vaccination . Let us see about that.

Herr Steiger, at Berne, February, 1883, gave the Ger

man loss from smallpox as 3,162, and the French as

23,469 — all vaccinated and revaccinated, Germans,

French , and all. The Germans gave the smallpox to

the French , but how about the claim we hear so much

in this age of vaccination perfection that Germany has

stamped outthe smallpox by vaccination ?

On February 2 , 1900 , Dr. J. A. Hensel, late surgeon

in the German army, said in a public address at Salt

Lake City : “ In June, 1888, I wason duty in Strasburg,

and over 2,000 smallpox cases were in the pesthouse,
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everyone successfully vaccinated the third time three

months before. I myself was laid up five weeks, al

though I had been vaccinated the seventh time suc

cessfully . In 1898 I witnessed the amputation of three

arms and the discharge of four men from the army

for general disability, all from vaccination . After this

experience I am convinced that vaccination is no pro

tection against smallpox. Dirty barracks started the

epidemic.” Dr. Hensel is a German .

Dr. H. Oidtmann said : " Our German municipal

records show thousands of cases of death from small

pox, even in newly vaccinated persons.”

Having seen that Germany is having a tormenting

timewith vaccination and smallpox too, and altogeth

er unprotected by the filth of cow sores, now let us

come back home again and never forget to stay with

in the limits of vaccination perfection .

In a report to the War Department Chief Surgeon

Lippincott, of the Philippine army, said : " I can say

that no army was ever so thoroughly looked after in

the matter of vaccination as ours. Vaccination and re

vaccination , many times repeated , went on as syste

matically as the drills at a regular post.” And yet we

have seen that our soldiers died by the scores and hun

dreds in those islands. They were not protected in

Cuba by all the vaccinations they got, for it was de

clared on January 4 , 1899, that “ smallpox is rapidly

spreading among the American soldiers stationed in

the vicinity ofHavana ; and although strenuous efforts

are being made to check its progress, there are already

seventeen cases."

Atthis point the question naturally arises : Whyhas

itnot come to light before this, that vaccinated people
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take the smallpox ? It has come to light before this,

butnot fully. It is somewhat explained by the manner

in which the inspector of contagious diseases in New

York does things. Dr. Bloom , ofNew Orleans, in the

Daily Times-Democrat, February 23, 1901, said : “ In

New York the first question asked by the inspector of

contagious diseases of a person sick with a doubtful

case of smallpox is, 'When were you successfully vac

cinated ? and if the answer indicates it was done a

period of five or six years before , the disease is be

lieved not to be smallpox.” And now cannot the

reader see? “ If the answer indicates it was done a

period of five or six yearsbefore.” If the sick one just

indicates by his answer that he had been vaccinated a

period of five or six years before he took the small

pox, " the disease is believed not to be smallpox ."

Cannot the reader see the point? If there is an indi

cation that the sick one hasbeen successfully vaccina

ted within five or six years before his sickness, that

settles it that he has no smallpox, although he has got

it , and it goes on record that he has no smallpox,be

cause he has been successfully vaccinated ; and then he

is able to say to the world , as he has already said ac

cording to Dr. Bloom , " During over nine years of

service in the health department of New York , I have

never seen a case of smallpox in a person who had

been vaccinated successfully ."

Why has he never seen it ? Is not the answer easy ?

Is it not because he just simply had determined not to

believe that it is a case of smallpox , even when he sees

that it is ? It will appear that way more and more

when we call attention to the fact that Dr. R.A.Gunn ,

of New York, surgeon and medical editor, said : “ In
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1875 I personally investigated over seventy cases of

smallpox in this city that had been reported by the

Board ofHealth as unvaccinated, and found sixty -four

of the number had been vaccinated , and many of them

revaccinated.” After this he published the following

on May 27, 1894 : " I challenge the health officials of

New York and Brooklyn to publish a full list of small

pox cases that have been reported during the past

eight months, with addresses, and I will undertake to

prove that eighty per cent have been vaccinated.”

This challenge was never accepted. What a change !

It was the rule to declare one unvaccinated who took

the smallpox, however well vaccinated he might be,

but now the rule seems to be to declare all vaccinated

who just simply indicate that they have been in five or

six years; and if they have the smallpox , just simply

not believe that they have it, and publish to the world

that they have never seen a well-vaccinated person with

smallpox. Why do they notbecome Christian Scien

tists and be done with it ; and just simply believe that

there is no such thing as smallpox, or as a body to

have such a disease ? Well, that would spoil it all .

They would not have anything then to vaccinate , and

could not tell the world that they never saw a well

vaccinated person have the smallpox, although they

did.

Now let us close with the following startling

proofs : Alfred Russel Wallace, an eminent scientist

in England , said in 1898 : " In the second report of the

Commission , pages 219, 220, a witness declared that

out of six persons who died of smallpox and were re

ported by the medical officers of the union to have

been unvaccinated, five were found to havebeen vacci
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nated ; one being a child who had been vaccinated by

the very person who made the report, and another ,

a man who had been revaccinated twice in the militia .

In October, 1883, three unvaccinated children were

stated in the Registrar General's weekly returns of

deaths in London to have died of smallpox . On in

quiry at the address given, themother stated that the

three children were hers, and said : " All had been beau

tifully vaccinated.” The difficulty of tracing such mis

statements is very great, as the authorities almost al

ways refuse to give information as to cases referred

to when particular deaths from smallpox are recorded

as " unvaccinated . The result of this prejudiced and

unscientific method of registering smallpox mortality

is the belief of the majority of the medical writers on

the subject that there is an enormous difference be

tween the mortality of the vaccinated and unvacci

nated, and that the difference is due to the fact of

vaccination or the absence of it." (" The Wonderful

Century,” pages 238-240.) I found it quite difficult,

and even impossible in some instances, to get such

proofs as I desired , even in Jackson, Miss., where the

smallpox did much deadly work . One businessman ,

after informingme of the death of his wife and daugh

ter by smallpox after a successful vaccination, raged

when I asked him to let me use it in this book . It is

unpopular to oppose vaccination in some places, and

therefore business mightbe injured if one speaks his

proofs against it. Let us have the light!



OBJECTION VII.

VACCINATION MAKES PEOPLE DISCOURTEOUS, ROUGH ,

AND CRUEL .

VACCINATORS are not charged unjustly when it is

said that many of them are discourteous, rough , and

cruel. Any butchery practice like vaccination , the

serum inoculation , etc., will lessen , if not wholly de

stroy, a tender fellow -feeling. The sympathetic nature

is blunted, hardened, and deadened. This is quite evi

dent when we remember that one can poison the blood

of sweet little children and infants by putting that rot

ten , filthy matter from the sore of a cow into their ten

der arms. Women are discourteously addressed,

roughly treated, and tormented. Some vaccinators

when invested with power seem to care little if at all

formercy, never seemingly impressed in the least that

Jesus says : " Blessed are the merciful: for they shall

obtain mercy.” (Matt. v . 7.)

Dr. Foote , ofNew York , said in his Health Monthly,

1894 , concerning the conduct of sixty doctors and two

hundred policemen who were sent out to vaccinate

the people : " These officers ofthe law would smash in

the doors if not at once opened voluntarily, and to

gether with the doctors would force their way into the

apartments of ladies. They would not even wait for

those who had retired to dress themselves ; and if any

resisted, a policeman would club them into submission ,

and sit on them while the doctor vaccinated them .”

Louis Freedman said in the Chicago Tribune of

March 8 , 1899, that " eight physicians, accompanied

(47)
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by officers of the law , deliberately entered various

lodging houses on Clark , Harrison, and Van Buren

Streets, and by force compelled one thousand occu

pants to be barbarously and criminally tortured by the

hideous practice of vaccination." It was published in

the Boston Journal of August 15 , 1899 , that " Dr. Jo

seph A. Doyle, physician to the Homestead Board of

Health , Pennsylvania , took a revolver in one hand,

and with the assistance of the Borough police went

into the Fountain Inn, where there was a case of

smallpox, on March 8 , 1899, and vaccinated the in

mates by force,most of whom were steel workers.”

AtLaredo, Tex., on May 8, 1899, the United States

troops were called out to assist the health officials

to enforce vaccination , because the people resisted

the outrage. The assistant city marshal was shot.

(Youngstown (Ohio ) Vindicator.)

At Stockport, N. Y., June 15 , 1900, fifty negroes re

fused to be vaccinated. At the request of Sheriff Best,

Company D , ofthe State NationalGuard,was ordered

out by Gov. Roosevelt to compel them to submit.

(Pittsburg Press.)

Uncle Sam's troops were sent to assist Dr. Mary

McKee, physician at the Moqui Indian Reservation ,

Arizona, to compel the Indians to submit to vaccina

tion . (Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegram , May 25, 1899.)

“Medical Delusion,” pages 83, 84,by ThomasMor

gan .

At Hattiesburg , Miss., in 1898, a traveling man

informedme that while he was at Selma, Ala ., a health

officer forced him to leave the passenger depot where

he had stopped off one train to board another, and

made him go to his office and vaccinated him and
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made him pay expenses of conveyance for them both ,

and then made him pay one dollar for vaccinating

him besides. Was he not only discourteous, but

rough and cruel? Will not every one say he was all

that andmore too ?

While I was at McComb City, in 1899, a case of

varioloid in the heart of the city was pronounced small

pox, and at once there was published an edict that ev

erybody within a certain time had to be vaccinated or

pay a fine or leave the city. Hundreds of people were

vaccinated. The shop hands were marched out in

squad's like slaves and were vaccinated . Many

of the people who were vaccinated had to work

for their daily bread, and some of them , even then ,

could hardly make ends meet ; and yet many of them

were so disabled that they had to cease work , and

some were so sick that they had to have a doctor a

week or two. Then they had not only a doctor's bill

of several dollars to pay, but a good drug bill besides.

On and on we might continue our list of discourte

sies, roughness , and cruelties of the vaccination butch

ery, but it does seem that we have mentioned enough

to make every truly patriotic heart boil and run over

with indignation until the foul, cruel, murderous

butchery is ended forever . The Lord our God speed

the day when it shall thus end, and not only this butch

ery, but all others. Such as the antitoxin fraud , which

is a falsehood to begin with. “ Anti,” means against,

or opposed to , and “ toxin ” means a poison, and there

fore " antitoxin ” literally means against or opposed to

poison, and yet the first administration ofthe air- tight

tube pure article I ever witnessed killed the little

child in fifteen minutes. Opposed to poisoning or kill

4
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ing, and yet not only poisons but kills. The plea of

the advocates of these abominations when cornered is ,

it is right to kill a few in order to savemany. What a

plea ! Kill a few to save many ! In reality it is killing

nany to save none. The commandment of the God of

the universe is ignored, whose commandment is :

“ Thou shalt not kill.” (Ex. xx. 13 ; Rom . xiii. 9.) O

killers of the people, an awful day awaits you ! And

may you realize this awful truth before it is forever too

late ! Just simply open your eyes and behold your

diseasing , tormenting, unmerciful, and deadly work ,

and repent most sincerely of it, and cease it at once

and forever before our God shall call you before him

to account for it !



OBJECTION VIII.

VACCINATION IS CONTRARY TO SCIENCE AND TO

COMMON ŞENSE .

Now and then we meet with an advocate of vacci

nation who has the courage , or rather the brass, to

speak of it as being scientific ; and therefore, fearing

that someone may be led astrayby such a false claim ,

letus now quote a few high authorities on the subject.

Dr. Francois Magandie , a member of the Academy

of Sciences and professor in the College of France,

said : “ Medicine is a great humbug . Our ignorance of

the real nature of disease is gross science indeed ! It

is nothing like science. Nobody knows anything

aboutmedicine. We are collecting facts, and perhaps

in a century there may be a science."

Astley P.Cooper,an eminent English surgeon ,said :

" The science ofmedicine is founded on conjecture and

improved bymurder."

Dr. W.Gregory, an eminent chemist and physician

and professor in the University of Edinburgh, said :

“ Ninety-nine out of every hundred medical facts are

medical lies, and medical doctrines are, for the most

part, stark , staring nonsense.”

Alexander Von Humboldt,member of allthe princi

pal academies of the world , and of whom the Edin

burgh Review said , " Science has produced no man of

more rich and varied attainments ,” etc., said : “ I have

clearly perceived the progressive, dangerous influence

ci vaccination in England, France, and Germany."

John Pickering, F.R.G.S., F.S.S., F.S.A., said :

(51)
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" Jenner never advanced one single word in explana

tion of the rationale of vaccination . The how and

wherefore were conspicuous by their absence."

Herbert Spencer, the noted English philosopher,

said : “ The measures enjoined by the vaccination acts

were to have exterminated smallpox, yet the Registrar

General's reports show that the deaths from smallpox

have been increasing."

Alfred Russel Wallace, a noted English scientist ,

said : "While utterly powerless for good, vaccination is

a certain cause of disease and death in many cases,

and is the probable cause of about 10,000 deaths annu

ally , by five inoculable diseases of the most terrible

and disgusting character."

Dr. John H.Clarke, of London, England, extraordi

nary member of the RoyalMedical Society of Edin

burgh, physician to the London Homeopathic Hospi

tal, and lecturer on materia medica, said in the Homeo

pathic World , December 1, 1899 : “When an august

government department, under the official advice of

a learned profession , professes to supply the public

with ' calf lymph,' 'vaccine lymph,' ' glycerinated calf

lymph,' or, indeed , with lymph of any kind, who is to

suspect that by these terms an official fraud of a most

pernicious kind is being perpetrated on the public ?

No one could suspect it who has not some technical

knowledge of the subject, and of those who have, the

inajority are too much blinded by professional preju

dices to see anything clearly at all. What is lymph ?

Lymph is a normal constituent of the body, a fluid

found in the lymph vessels and elaborated by the

lymphatic glands. Calf lymph is a fluid found in the

lymphatic vessels of the calf, and human lymph is the
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fluid found in the lymphatic vessels of the human body.

What is vaccine? Vaccine is morbid matter taken

from a cowpox pustule and containing the virulent

properties of the disease. Cowpox matter is no more

lymph than it is milk , and it would be just as correct

to designate it vaccine milk as it is to call it vaccine

lymph. But from the phrase, 'pure lymph, the un

technical mind derives the notion of some positively

laudable production that any one might delight to

have served up daily on his breakfast table . And it

may be imagined that the cowpox party made no ef

fort to correct this impression , and to this extent the

unwary are defrauded by a phrase which is essentially

false .

" But further, I should like to ask : 'How can a sub

stance be described as pure, even in thetechnical sense,

when it has no definite characters by which it can be

distinguished ?' And this is the case with cowpox

virus. Many attempts have been made to discover a

microbe distinctive of this disease, but all in vain . The

samemay be said of the virus of syphilis ; it has no

distinguishing features. The virus of cowpox and

the virus of syphilis may be mixed, and no one can

separate them , and no one can tell whether they are

mixed except by results of inoculating some one with

them . To speak of pure cowpox matter is to speak

of something which may possibly exist, but the purity

of which no one can possibly prove. But syphilis is

not the only impurity which may contaminate cowpox

matter without there being any possibility of discov

ering it short of the vaccination of one. Leprosy is a

germ disease, and yet it has been transmitted along

with cowpox by vaccination .
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" Sir W. T. Gairdner published in the British Medical

Journal of June 11, 1887, a case ofwhich the facts were

briefly these : A young boy was brought to Sir W. T.

Gairdner suffering from leprosy . His history wasthis :

Hehad been vaccinated by a Barbados doctor from the

arm of the doctor's own son . This son hadbeen vacci

nated from the arm of a native infant belonging to a

leprous family, butnot at the time, SirW.Gairdnerun

derstood, showing any signs of leprosy . Later on it

did become leprous, as also did the doctor's son and

Sir W.Gairdner's patient. This is an example of how

disease may be spread through vaccination without

any possibility of discovering anything wrong with

the vaccine, and in the majority of cases without any

possibility of tracing the connection . The secret of

smallpox remains unrevealed."

The microbe of smallpox has not been found ; and

no oneknows anything about cowpox , and therefore

how can vaccination be scientific . Cannot a schoolboy

see that there is no science in it ? And therefore why

domen declare it is scientific ? Is not the answer, and

the only answer, to this question , Because they are

ignorant or selfish , or both ? Surely this is the answer.

Besides,wemay add,that there is whatmay be termed

a latent condition of any virus, and especially is this

true of the virus of smallpox, cowpox , leprosy , and

consumption , when no bacillus or microbe can be

found. That of smallpox and cowpox has not been

found yet. A virus may be present and its presence

cannot be known. This being true, does not common

sense say that we should not use a virus about which

we know nothing, and too, from the use of which dis

cases and death result ? Wehave seen that vaccina
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tion does disease and kill people, and therefore does it

not seem clear that if we continue its practice in the

face of these undeniable proofs we just simply ignore

common sense and do a willful thing ? Is it not clear

that we do ? Common sense says it is, and therefore

we should cease the practice of vaccination forever

and forever. Amen !

Let it not be forgotten that the virus that is used in

vaccinating the people will mix with that of smallpox,

leprosy, syphilis, consumption , and we do not know

how many others with which it will mix ; and there

fore does not common sense say thatwewill give these

diseases to the people when it is mixed with the virus

of any one ofthese if we use it in vaccinating them ?

Certainly it does. Again , does not common sense say

that,since the virus of smallpox,leprosy,consumption ,

etc., will mix with that used in vaccination , and, too,

in such a condition that we cannot discover its pres

ence by the finest tests we have, that we should not

vaccinate at all, even if weknew the virus of cowpox ?

If one, in the face of these undeniable facts , practices

that diseasing, tormenting, and deadly butchery , vac

cination, he brands himself not only as being rash and

inhuman, but as a trifler with the health and lives of

the people .

Sincethe virus of smallpox, and that of cowpox too ,

is unknown, and since vaccination does disease , tor

ture , and kill people, therefore vaccination is contrary

to science and to common sense, and therefore let it

now end forever. Common sense teaches us to end it.

Science teaches us that there is no sense in it.

All nature is against it . Let all cry : Away with the

filthy, diseasing, tormenting , deadly monster ! Amen !



HOW TO PREVENT SMALLPOX .

SMALLPOX is not dreaded as it once was, but still no

one desires to have it, and therefore how shall we pre

vent it ? Wehave seen that vaccination does not pre

vent it, and we may add that, instead of preventing

smallpox , it produces it and increases it. Wherever

as a rule vaccination is most thorough smallpox is

most prevalent. Perhaps no city in our State has been

more thoroughly vaccinated than Jackson, and none

more scourged by smallpox. Vaccination has gotten

all the credit it ever had from the precautions that are

generally taken when smallpox develops. As a rule

when a case of smallpox develops , the patient is isola

ted, efforts are made to avoid contact with him , and

vaccination becomes the practice, and, whatever check

is put to its spread, vaccination gets all the credit.

Isolation and sanitation get no credit whatever, how

ever rigidly observed .

I know a family in which a case of smallpox devel

oped, and when it was fully diagnosed as smallpox the

patient was isolated , and every measure was adopted

to prevent further developments. The attending phy

sician prepared to vaccinate the rest of the family, but

they refused ; and although they had been exposed to

the smallpox for several days, yet not one of them

contracted the disease. The mother waited on the

patient until she became so exhausted that she had to

hire a nurse, and yet she did not contract the smallpox .

If the doctor could have vaccinated them , and none

(56 )
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of them had contracted the disease, vaccination would

have gotten all the credit. It would have been pub

lished abroad that the smallpox was stamped out by

vaccination ; but nothing is said when vaccination is

refused and smallpox is stamped out anyhow .

In filthy quarters smallpox plays havoc with people

crowded together ; but if a vaccinator getsamong them

and isolates the patients and proper precautions are

taken to check the disease , and it is checked, nothing

gets any credit but vaccination , when in reality vac

cination interfered with its most immediate check .

Smallpox is a disease that is produced and continued

by filth . Then thevery first thing necessary to prevent

smallpox is to keep clean and to keep everything about

one's place clean. Vaccination is a filthy practice, con

sisting of a filthy material out of a cow sore put into

one's blood , and therefore it should be let rigidly

alone. Keep the blood pure, and do not disease it.

Common sense says keep healthy. There is no com

mon sense in making the body sick in order to keep

it from getting sick . It is not a sick body that resists

disease ; it is the healthy one, and therefore keep the

body clean and healthy. And in order to do this one

must let vaccination rigidly alone, for it will not only

disease hisbody,butitmaykill it. Every one who al

lows himself to be vaccinated becomes a party to all

themischief itmay do him , and even a party to his own

death if it should kill him . Besides the virus with

which one is vaccinated being a poison , it will mix

with other poisons, even with that of smallpox itself,

without it being possible for it to beknown until some

one is poisoned with it and it is developed .

The viru's of consumption is claimed to be known
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that is, it is claimed that its microbehas been found by

which consumption can be known — but still there is a

condition of the virus of consumption , that when it is

in that condition, its presence cannot be known by us

by the finest tests we have, or likely ever will have.

That is to say, that it is possible for the virus or poison

of consumption to be present in the material with

which one is vaccinated in such a condition that it is

impossible for any one to know that it is in thatma

terialby any testwemay make until it is developed in

the one vaccinated with it. And so it is with other poi

sons, even that of smallpox , and therefore avoid most

rigidly vaccination . It is a dangerous, diseasing prac

tice. To encourage the people to be vaccinated, doc

tors try to hide the scarring monster under such names

as " pure lymph ," " calf lymph," " glycerinated calf

lymph ,” etc. But does not common sense teach us

that these names are just so many useless sounds, since

doctors andno one else know anything whatever about

the stuff with which people are vaccinated ? Does it

notargue the grossest folly to talk about " calf lymph ,"

" pure lymph ,” “ glycerinated calf lymph,” etc., when

thematerial with which people are vaccinated in any

of these forms diseases and kills ? It makes no differ

ence in what form a thingmay be, orby what nameit

is called, if it diseases and kills, common sense tells

me to let it alone and not to use it, and I shall try to

obey. Let every one remember that the secret of pre

venting the smallpox is rigid cleanliness of person and

surroundings, healthiness of the body, pure air , and

plenty of it, and to rigidly let vaccination alone.
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THE CURE OF SMALLPOX.

Dr. Sampson claims that if a sheet is wet in milk

and wrapped around the patient one hour in every

twenty-four when first taken , that it will so complete

ly stop the disease that it will not reach the eruptive

stage , but if the eruption has appeared it has been

known that the use of this milk -wet sheet for two

hours in twenty-four has ended the eruption , and in

four days the patient was up and out. Dr. J. J. Garth ,

of London , England, indorses this treatment, and Dr.

Younger, of the same city, claims to have used milk

with great success for forty years.

Dr. W.F. Ross ,who hasmuch experience in small

pox practice, says : “ Treat it as another fever, using

no drugs. Keep the room well ventilated, and to pre

vent itching and pitting bathe with linseed oil.” Dr.

R. T. Trall says, to allay intense irritation and to pre

vent pitting, apply dry flour and use no drugs.

Use no medicine in a form that will weaken the pa

tient in the least. Avoid using up what strength he

has. Keep him clean and comfortable,and with plenty

of good fresh air. Since there are various stages and

also a liability to complications in smallpox , we shall

not attempt to give a treatment to meet the same, but

will say that Ferrum Phos. 3x during fever when the

tongue is red will do good. Put about five grains of

it in a glass half full of water, and give a tablespoonful

to adults and a teaspoonful to children every hour.

Alternate Kali Mur with it every hour in the same form

after the first day or two. Ifthetongue is coated white ,

give aconite instead of Ferrum Phosphate. Calcarea

Phosphate 3x in grain doses three times daily for a

week after fourth or fifth day will do good . Treatment
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has to vary to suit the peculiarity of the patient. Let

the diet be light and ofthemostdigestible kind . Solid

and heating diets will do mischief to some patients

during fever. Liquid food of an unheating nature is

best in such cases. Sometimes the appetite of the pa

tient will do as a guide in diets, but great care is neces

sary in this matter, since the appetite is liable to be

unnatural, and therefore will call for the most unsuit

able food. Give small quantities at a time, and watch

the effects. Whatever diet does not aggravate the

disease and benefits the patient will be all right.



AN APPEAL TO LAWMAKERS.

WILL not our lawmakers allow me a hearing?

feel they will, and therefore to them we appeal. They

are, in a sense , our hope for freedom from a most de

grading bondage. Letmepicture to them a poorman

with a family . He is a healthy man , but he is poor.

He is working hard daily, not only to feed and clothe

his family , but to make something over in order to buy

him a home, to educate his children, whom he loves

next to his wife , and if possible to have enough with

which to support himself and wife when they are too

old to work . Every laudable effort is being made to

these ends. He is not only a reliable citizen, an honest

man, buthe is a good Christian , contributing in every

way he can toward themoral elevation of our race and

for the final salvation of all in heaven .

As yet he has not been able to make anything over

a good economicalliving,buthe has reached the point

where he can pay for what is necessary to support his

family , and by a little more rigid economyhe can be

gin to lay up something ; but the legalized vaccinator

comes along, or, in other words, the legalized blood

poisoner comes along and commands him to be poi

soned, but he say's : “ I am afraid to have that material

put in myblood and also that ofmyfamily , for you and

no one else knows what it contains and what will be

its results . I am too poor and my family are too many

and dependent for me to have to stop work and get be

hind again , and besides , I love my family better than

myown life , and therefore I dislike to see them suffer.

(61)
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But the blood -poisoner is invested with power, and

besides, it will increase his pocket change to vaccinate

that large family, and so it must be done or they are

criminals and must be punished and are punished.

Punished for what? For not allowing his blood and

that of his family to be poisoned with a poison the

poisoner, nor any doctor, nor any other person knows

anything about, and, too, a poison which he knows

has diseased many, caused others to lose their arms,

and killed many others. Hehas done nothing but re

fused to submithis family and himself to an outrageous

butchery, a butchery that has not the least iota of

common sense in it. It involves him in debt and

causes him much worry and many heartaches. He

wasone ofthebest and purestmen ,a good citizen ,and

a good Christian , but is now branded as a criminal be

cause he did not want his family and himself diseased ,

nor to take the risk ofbeing maimed or killed. His

constitutional rights to life, liberty, and property are

ignored , and he is an injured man .

But suppose we change the picture and show an

other side of it. This good, law -abiding citizen , this

model Christian , in the face of his knowledge of the

poisoning, diseasing , and frequently deadly effects of

vaccination ,submits his family and himself to thesame.

In a few days he sees the arms of his sweet little inno

cent children all swollen and inflamed . They are so

sick and full of sufferings. Some of them become

alarmingly sick ,and he andwife conclude that a doctor

should be secured, and so he is sent for and soon he is

hand. Charges are made and drug bills are added.

This would not have been if they had not been vacci

l'ated. They are poisoned ,and thereforemust not only
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suffer, but must pay for it. The wife says, “Husband,

this seems very hard, but I believe that I shall get

through better than the children , for my arm is feeling

better to -day, although I have been unable to use it

but little since it was vaccinated and took .” The hus

band is becoming quite serious, and he says : “ Wife, I

am not doing so well;my sufferings are becoming so

great that I believe that I shall have to have the doc

tor . I feel so strange, and my sufferings are so

strange. I dislike to send for the doctor, for our

money is all gone, and I owehim and the druggist al

ready, and it will take me so long to catch up again .

Our family is so large, and none can make the living

butme; and you see I cannot do anything yet, and

likely will not for some time to come. But have the

doctor to come, for Imust have relief if possible. The

doctorto come, for I musthave relief if possible.” The

better , but grows worse and finally awakes to the sad

fact that he will not recover. He looks upon his lov

ing, toiling, self-sacrificing wife, who has stood so

nobly with him in his poverty and hard work, and

whose hard lot he longed and labored to make better,

and weeps, realizing that his hopes are all blasted and ,

too, that that faithful, good wife must notonly take on

all the labor and allthe worry and responsibility of the

family, but she will have to stand alone without his

counsel and words of cheer . He says: " Wife, I dislike

so much to leave you,but you see I must go, I cannot

endure long." He points to those helpless, sweet lit

tle innocent children and says : "Wife, are they not

sweet and precious? Do the best you can for them .

I dislike so much to leave you and them . You all will

have a hard time. Keep them together if you can, and

>
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let no one abuse them ; they are so precious ! Do not

let them forget me, and above all, train them for God.

I have sinned against honest convictions in allowing

you all andmyself to be poisoned. I feared the results

of that practice, but I hated to be branded as a crimi

nal,and therefore, hoping we all might get through all

right, I allowed it. I thought perhaps the doctors did

know what was best,but wife, you see they did not,

and this ignorance has mademe party to all the suf

ferings you and our sweet little ones have endured,

and to my own death .” Hekisses his wife and sweet

little children , and dies.

We need no further paintings to enable the reader

to see the life of the bereaved wife . Already he can

see her perplexity. She hardly knows which way to

turn and what to do . The children are too small to

work or to leave alone, but something must be done.

She is already getting what they eat on a credit, and

she knows that that cannot last long. Her arm has

never thoroughly recovered, and she does not feel as

well as she did before vaccination . Now and then her

skin breaks out with little blisters, and then alternates

with something like a nettlerash . Some of the chil

dren do not look well and cheery as they did before be

ing poisoned, and they make her nights sleepless and

her days full of anxiety and uneasiness.

But let us draw another picture. A babe is born

into a family . It does well, and after a while it is sitting

alone. Its eyes arebright, its little cheeks are full and

rosy , and its armsand limbs are round and plump. It

is so bright and sweet, the very picture of health and

the very embodiment of happiness and contentment ;

buton comes the legalized vaccinator, and thingsmust
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change now . The father says, “ I do not like to see

those sweet , little plump armsscarred . " O , well," says

the vaccinator, " the leg will do just as well." " But,"

says themother, " one of the neighbors had their little

babe vaccinated, and it was as rosy and healthy as ours ;

but now something seems to affect its eyes, and it

coughs terribly , and is so poor and pale, and in truth :

it seems to be afflicted throughout its whole body, and

I would not have our little darling in that condition

for the world. I prefer it to have smallpox than to be

ruined as that little child ; for I know of little children

that were not vaccinated exposed to smallpox and

they did not take it, and I have known unvaccinated

children to have it and it did not even pit them ; and ,

to be candid with you, I had much rather our little

darling would have the smallpox and be pitted all

over and behealthy again , than to have it in the condi

tion of our neighbor's child , for it is a miserable little

sufferer day and night. Besides , Iknow of other chil

dren that were vaccinated who are not as healthy as

they were before vaccination ." But the legalized vac

cinator informsher that the law requires it and itmust

be done. But just listen to him . He says : " Madam ,

to relieve you of your fears, I wish to say that I un

derstand my business , and besides I will use nothing

but the pure lymph prepared by the government, and,

too, put up right fresh. I use nothing but the fresh

and the pure lymph.” Then the little charm is vac

cinated .

In a few days those little flashing, bright eyes are

changed, those rosy cheeks are wrinkled with suffer

ing, the vaccinated arm looks like a mass of putre

faction , and that once charming form appears as the

5
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very embodiment of every species of suffering , and

all its beauty has gone. The little one dies, and takes

its everlasting flight from a disappointed and heart

broken father andmother.

Le us draw another picture . There is a good wom

an. She has had much trouble and sorrow , and in

.deed quite a hard life . Her husband died when her

children were quite small, but by constant toil and

rigid economy she succeeded in caring for them until

some were large enough to help her, and when she

could she would give school advantages to the older

children as the younger ones becameable to help her .

But after a while her children began to die. One by

one they passed away until she had none left but one

daughter.

She had had to work so hard, and has had so

much trouble, that she is failing in strength and can

do but little work ; but fortunately her daughter,

her only child living, is well educated , and is

so bright, cheery, healthy, and industrious. She does

all she can to makemother's life easy and happy since

she is growing old and feeble. She relieves her of ev

ery care and worry and heartache possible. She is so

pretty, so sweet, and so good ! Themother is begin

ning to be forgetful ofmuch of her trouble , and sees

quite a comfortable and happy old age for herself.

Her daughter gets a good position in a high school,

and will command a good salary, more than is neces

sary to support her mother and herself. But orders

are given for all to be vaccinated , and none, teachers

or pupils, are allowed to attend the school without a

certificate of a successful vaccination . She has not

been vaccinated, and of course it has to be done. She
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dreads it, but she must not let mother know that she

does, butkeeps it all to herself. She is vaccinated, and

soon she begins to feel so unwell. The mother

discovers that something is wrong, that she is chan

ging so decidedly from what she was. Her arm is so

painful that she cannot rest. She cannot conceal her

sufferings any longer. It seems she will die if she

does. Her muscles begin to twitch , jerk , and involun

tarily to contract . She begins to lose control ofher

self, and wonders what is thematter. Her breath be

comes short and hurried, and swallowing is difficult.

She says : “ Mother , I am growing worse . Can it be

that I have got to leave you ? I cannot endure

much longer at this rate." The poor, alarmed

mother, knowing that such language is so unlike her

daughter, exclaims: “ O , precious daughter, surely

not ; for I do not seehow I can live without you . You

are my only support, and my only earthly comfort.”

But every muscle in her body is thrown into a spasm .

They are becoming more rigid . Her spasms are be

coming awful. Every one seemsto be enough to end

her life. The poor old careworn and feeble mother

looks on anxiously with tears streaming down her

cheeks. Finally the daughter dies, and it seems more

than the feeble mother can stand. O what a separa

tion and what a sorrow ! The daughter's time to die

had not come, but why has she died and left a poor,

feeble , and dependent mother? Legalized poisoning

has done it all.

Lawmakers, will you not be touched by these sad

pictures of poverty, sorrow , and death ? Laws are

made to keep people from wrecking and killing them

selves with morphine, etc., but why — 0 , why — legalize
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the diseasing, crippling, and killing of people with the

poison from cow sores ? They do not want to be, and

why force them to be ? People are put in asylums and

confined to keep them from killing themselves, but - o

but!-in the cause of that foulbutchery — vaccination

-their constitutional rights for which their fathers

fought, are ignored and trampled under foot ,and they

and their loved ones are forced to submit their bodies

to a poison which diseases, sometimes permanently ,

and it frequently kills.

Diseasing them to keep them from being diseased ;

making them sick to keep them from becoming sick ;

killing them to keep them from being killed ! What

philosophy ! Giving them a disease more to be

dreaded than the one it is supposed to prevent ; giving

a disease about which they know nothing , to prevent

another about which they know nothing ! What sci

ence ! Giving them a disease which is a generator of

diseases and an excellent vehicle for many others ;

giving them a disease that is likely to be permanent if

it does not kill, to prevent one that runs its short

course and it is done; giving them a disease that fre

quently produces the very one which it is given to

prevent, and that, too, in its most violent forms; giv

ing them a disease that not only produces the one

which it is given to prevent, butmakes those who have

been diseased by it more susceptible to the other !

Epidemics of smallpox frequently begin with the

vaccinated, and do them a greater evil than it does

those unvaccinated . But to be just as fair as it is pos

sible to be, suppose it were true that vaccination does

prevent or lighten smallpox , even then would it be

right to legalize and compel it to be done? It would
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not for the reason that it diseases and kills people , and

therefore it would be legalizing disease and death .

Another reason why it should not be legalized is that

the virus that is used is unknown, and besides, it will

mix with the virus of cancer, leprosy, syphilis, and it is

not known how many others, and give the vaccinated

these diseases. And let it be remembered that the

virus of these diseases will mix with that of vaccina

tion in such a condition that their presence cannotbe

detected by any test whatever, not even by that of the

government itself , and therefore we and our children

are liable to be diseased by these tormenting , loath

some, and destructive diseases, and therefore the only

possible way to be sure not to be thus diseased is not

to be vaccinated at all.

It would be more laudable by far to enact lawsmak

ing the practice of vaccination a crime than to make

its practice lawful, and therefore we hope that all laws

that advocate and enforce vaccination will be repealed

as soon as possible. It is right to do so , and therefore

we most earnestly appeal to our lawmakers to see

that it is done as soon as possible. Read this whole

book if you have not done so , and then see whether or

not you can afford not to repeal all laws in favor of

vaccination, if you do not enact a law making its prac

tice a crime.

" In Tasmania a law was on the statute books for

someyears, but it has finally been repealed. In Switz

erland vaccination was rejected at the referendum by

a large majority in 1882. It has also been abandoned

by Holland. In State- ridden Germany the doctors

are backed up by the government on this question ,

yet it is significant that the emperor will not permit his
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own children to be vaccinated." (See " Vaccination

Inquiry,” July, 1892.)

" At last in England, by the recent vaccination act

(1898), the compulsory feature in the vaccination laws

was repealed. So Switzerland and grand old England,

after discussing the matter in Parliament for ten or a

dozen years, hearing the reports and subreports from

men having smallpox hospitals in charge, have re

scinded the compulsory features in their vaccination

laws, and have thereby lifted a degrading and oppress

ive yoke which had fettered and galled the people to

the utmost limit of endurance. Don't forget that in

republican Switzerland and conservative old England

vaccination is now optional with parents and the peo

ple . And yet,be it said to the shame of America, that

we still permit this foul blot from the filth pens of

barbarism to smear and blacken the usages of our

statute books." (" Vaccination a Curse ," pages 97 , 98.)

It is safe not to legalize anything like the vaccina

tion and antitoxin serum abominations. All such

practices are just so many expressions of the heart

lessness and ignorance of the medical profession. It

is strange tomewhy themedical profession, especially

the old school, is always searching for curative agen

cies that are dangerous and deadly. Why do they not

seek for curatives of such a nature and of such a form

as will cure without hurting the people ? Vaccination

diseases and kills, and so does antitoxin , and therefore

why dawdle with them at all? Why not employ those

means and curatives that are not risky and deadly ?

There are such means and curatives, and those who

employ them do not kill or hurt any one, but cure a

much larger per cent than the old school.
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Our Boards of Health , instead of being what the

name really means, are a synonym for fright, dis

ease , death , and tyranny. Why are they not as zeal

ous about seeing that our towns and cities are kept

clean as they are about using diseasing and deadly

agencies on the people ? Why are they seeking power,

and, in proportion as they have the power, boss and

drive the people ? The day is not far distant, we hope,

when this world will be ruled and governed by intelli

gence and love instead of brute force . May our God

and the people hasten that day !

I am not afraid of a man who loves truth to that ex

tent that he is willing to give up allhis pet theoriesand

sacrifice everything necessary for the truth. I fear

the bigot who uses brute force for intelligence, slan

der for arguments ,ignorance for gain , and who rather

prefers to see the innocent suffer, and even die, than to

be defeated in his selfish purposes. Let us have no

legalized ignorance, brutality , or tyranny ! Let our

lawmakers see that our constitutional rights to life ,

liberty, and property are rigidly guarded . Let them

see rigidly to it that there shall not exist a single law

making a true, loyal citizen a criminal because he re

fuses to be poisoned by that foul, diseasing , torment

ing, and deadly butchery called vaccination — a prac

tice which we think an outrage on common sense.

THE END .
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